EVENTS

Stealing Homework
You can steal Chloe’s homework in the interior at 13:00, it has a 2 day cooldown.

If you steal them, she’ll be punished at the same location at 15:00.

If Rachel has a mood of 2 or more, she won’t punish Chloe.

If you unlocked the hairbrush spanking (in Chloe’s New Punishment), Rachel will use the hairbrush if she has a mood of 0 (neutral) or less, if she has a mood of 1 it’ll be a hand spanking.

Night Visit
When you sleep if you have at least the “light punishment” tier in the GUI, Rachel will come to your room.

You can answer “I’m sorry” once per week to avoid the spanking. Note that the option won’t be available if one of the reasons you’re being punished is because you spied on her in the shower.

If you answer, “Nothing…”, you’ll be spanked.

Mood effect:
Rachel has 1 or more : Light spanking.
If she has -2 or less: MC will be naked with an extra image.
**Poolside Handjob**  
Only possible when Emily is near the pool.  
She must give you at least 2 handjob to unlock the event. (see Emily's Help)  

*This event unlocks Emily level 1 Exhibition.*

**Hot tub pleasure**  
You must use the hot tub naked and masturbate (You need stamina to masturbate).  
There's a 66% chance for Chloe to show up.  
Scene change depending on the number of times she caught you.  
Trigger at : 0 (first time), 2 (She stays), 4 (She joins you) and 7 (Handjob).

The last scene (handjob) can change with Chloe’s mood, at 1 she will show you one tit with 2 she’ll bend over the tub.

**Midnight Bath**  
Check the pool at midnight, it cannot happen on day 1, the event has 3 days cooldown.  
If Rachel has a mood of 1 or more, she can’t catch you, you have an extra image instead.  
With a mood of -1 or less, there is an extra image where she’s waiting for you. If you did a “discipline session” with her and Susan in “Aunt Makes Mistakes”, it won’t increase the game over progress bar.

**What is Emily doing?**  
It cannot trigger before day 3.  
Peek and Enter Emily’s room at 23:00. This event has a 5 day cooldown.  
When peeking : If Emily has a mood of 1 or more there’s an extra image and she won’t hear you.

**Linda’s Turn**  
It trigger every 4 actions in “Linda’s Help.”  
With a mood of 2 or more, there’s an extra scene when she drops the clothes covering her.

**Emily’s Turn**  
It trigger every 4 actions in “Emily’s Help.”  
There’s a 66% chance to trigger an additional scene if you did the event at least once before.  

*It will unlock her “Anal” trait.*  
During the additional scene if Emily has a mood of 2 or more and you did the event at least 2 times it will trigger another scene (anal fingering).
Pleasant Surprise
It cannot happen on day 1.
Check MC room at 15:00.
If you go to MC bathroom at 14:00 and wait for an hour, you’ll be able to trigger another scene but you need to have unlocked “Emily’s Help” first.

Solar Protection
Happen at 18:00 at the pool. It has a 4 day cooldown (even if you say, “I’m busy”).
To unlock everything possible do: Shoulders, Back, Leg, Butt and Butt.

Second Peeping Tom
It cannot happen before day 3.
Check the corridor at 23:00, it has a 3 day cooldown unless you choose “Actually, you can go.”
You can unlock both locked choices during “Chloe’s New Punishment.”

Aunt Makes Mistakes
To start this event you must steal Chloe’s homework at least 3 times and you’ll be able to talk to Susan: “Thief?”
Now you need to find sleeping pills: search Doc Office at 16:00.
Go talk to Susan.
Now you need to blackmail Linda during “Naughty Doctor,” in her office at 21:00 when the door is unlocked.
Wait for next dinner.
At 23:00 go into the corridor and enter Rachel’s room.
“Quick peek” and “Make Sure” for a little extra.
Go to sleep and wait for 10:00 then go talk to Susan.
The same day, after dinner, peek in Rachel’s room.
You can hear noises coming from Rachel’s room.
Talk to Chloe and Emily about it, then Linda.
Search the bridge, it’s only possible when Susan is not here.
Now you need to wait for the repeatable to be available, it has a 4 day cooldown.
One the day Rachel miss the phone call, after dinner, go to the bridge and set the alarm then immediately go into the corridor.
The next day, talk to Susan.
You can now enter Rachel’s room the next time.

**How to unlock the contest:**

You must have unlocked “Rachel’s helping hand.”

**Possible outcomes:**

**Peek:**
- Rachel is being spanked
- Rachel caught you and Susan spanks you while Rachel is watching.

**Enter:**
- Spanking: MC and Rachel are spanked by Susan.
- Cuni Contest:
  - Win: Rachel will be doing yoga naked.
  - Tie: You both lick Susan’s pussy.
  - Loose: MC is working out naked.

**Is She Sick?**

Trigger: You use 3 “days without chores” and Chloe will talk to you after breakfast.

When she asks, “So what do you want?”

If you say “I want a handjob,” you’ll be able to spank her faster.

You might consider answering, "I want to see your boobs,” it one of the rare scenes you can’t repeat.

Tomorrow at 08:00 check Chloe’s room, peek or enter both have different outcomes (you’ll be able to do both later).

You’ll talk with her after breakfast.

If you said “I want a handjob” you have the choice to spank her or see her boobs.

Chloe now has a 50% chance to be sick on a chores day.

Check every morning at 08:00 if you can peek when she’s sick, once you caught her 3 times, you’ll unlock rectal temperature scene.

When Chloe is pretending to be ill, you can spank her.

Mood: If you unlocked rectal temperature and Linda has a mood of -2 or less she’ll make Chloe do another position, both the peek and enter scene are affected.

**Naughty Doctor**

Can’t trigger before day 3.
Linda’s office at 21:00, when the door is unlocked, 2 days cooldown.

You can blackmail Linda to get one day without chores but it cost 1 mood.

If you unlocked “Handjob” in “Linda’s Help” you have the “Mind if I join?” do it and it will unlock **Linda Level 1 Exhibition**.

Mood : If Linda has a mood of 1 or more there’s an extra image at the end of “Mind if I join?”

**Sacrifice**
Your punishment counter (paddle on the top left of the screen) must be red at 3/3.

Talk to Susan “I need a favor.”

Wait for 02:00 in MC room and the event will trigger.

Answer, “Yes, Miss”

Mood: Extra scene if Susan has 1 or more. Another extra if she has 2 or more.

This event reduces your punishment counter by 2.

**Emily’s Help**

After MC first erection during lunch, Emily has a new dialogue option : “Remember lunch?” (I recommend waiting another day before giving back her book, to trigger Linda’s help.)

She’ll ask you to find her missing book.

You can find it in Chloe’s room using the search button (only available when she’s not in the room).

Give the book to Emily and you can now have some fun with her.

**Actions list:**

- Footjob
  - Extra if her mood is 1 or more, another ending if 2 or more.
- Handjob
  - Extra if her mood is 1 or more, another ending if 2 or more.

**Linda’s Help**

You need to spend 2 days with full stamina, go see Linda on the first day (after lunch) and again the next day.

On the third day, go talk to Linda in her office at 11:00.

You now have access to the actions list.

**Actions list:**
• Strip Lv1
• Strip Lv2 – Unlock : Need 2 lv1.
  o Linda has 1 or more mood : 1 Extra image, with 2 or more : another extra.
• Handjob – Unlock: Need 2 Lv2.
  o Linda has a mood of 1 or more : handjob animation.
• Blowjob – Unlock: Need 2 handjob.
  o Linda has a mood of 1 or more : 1 extra image, 2 or more : another extra.

**Not in Control**
Nothing special here, if you don’t spend any stamina (don’t cum) for a day, MC will have an erection during lunch.

**No Privacy**
Use “Toilet” or “Jerk Off” action in MC bathroom, there’s a 40% chance for Rachel to come in.

Once you saw Rachel for both actions and you did “Rachel’s Helping Hand” a new dialogue choice will be available : “Can you knock, please?”

Now, when using “Jerk Off” action in MC bathroom there’s a 40% chance for Rachel to knock. She’ll give you a handjob if she can help you (MC must have had an erection during lunch in the last 2 days).

**Linda’s Surprise Visit (Hidden)**
If you didn’t do anything with Linda for the last 3 days, she’ll come to your room at night and wake you up for some fun.

The event will not trigger if you started “Rachel’s Helping Hand” to avoid spending stamina and starting again the 3 days needed for the event.

**Chloe’s new punishment**
You need to have spanked Chloe 3 times or more and unlocked the hot tub handjob with her.

Go talk with her, then go see Rachel.

Now, you must steal her homework to trigger the spanking at 15:00 (If Rachel has a mood of 2 or more, she will not spank Chloe).

Talk once more with Chloe and you’re done, you now have access to the additional options when you caught Chloe in the hallway.
Rachel's helping hand.
If Rachel caught you peeing and jerking off and you unlocked “Linda’s help” you can talk to Susan “I can tell you anything, right?”

Now you must stay at full stamina for 3 days in a row.

On the first day, after lunch go talk to Rachel.

One the second day, after lunch go talk to Rachel then Susan.

One the third day, after lunch go talk to Rachel.

You can ask Rachel for little help during the next 2 days, to enable it again you must have an erection during lunch (1 day without spending stamina).

CHORES

You have chores to do on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.

Wednesday is a cleaning day.

Study – Terrace

Alone:

If you unlocked “Emily’s Help” there’s a 33% chance, she will show up.

11:00 with Emily:

There are 3 outcomes they all have the same probability to trigger.

- She helps you.
- She put one foot on your crotch and a little more.
- She mocks you.

18:00 with Emily:

- She helps you.
- Blowjob (33% chance) if you unlocked handjob and she has a mood of 2 or more.
- She drops her top and you can touch her tits.

Study – Interior

Alone:

Nothing.
09:00, 10:00 and 15:00 with Chloe:

50% chance for:
- She helps you.
- She shows you her butt IF you spanked her earlier today and you unlocked her “Impact” trait.
- Otherwise she asks for help and tease you a little.

Study – Dinner outcomes
You get +1 point for each successful study, alone or help.

If you have 1 point or less:
- Rachel is upset and will punish you today.

2 points:
- Nothing.

3 points:
- +1 Mood for Rachel.

Clean – Hot tub

Alone:
Nothing.

16:00 with Emily:
- She will take off her bikini and go into the tub.
- She will start masturbating, only available if you unlocked her exhibition lv1, otherwise she’ll just talk to you.

13:00 with Chloe:
- She will flash her tits.
- You join her in the tub.

Clean – Pool

Alone:
Nothing.

18:00 – Chloe:
Nothing special.

13:00 – Emily:
She goes topless.
16:00 – Linda:
She is teasing you when comes out of the pool.

Clean – Terrace
Alone:
Nothing.

11:00 & 18:00 – Emily:
- She shows you her pussy.
- She’s trying to find her pen under the table.

13:00 – Rachel:
Nothing special (closer look at her) but still count has a fail.

14:00 – Chloe:
You give her one slap on the ass.

Clean – Dinner outcomes
You get +1 point for each successful location cleaned.

If you have 1 point or less:
- Rachel is upset and will punish you today.

2 points:
- Rachel will tell you to do some extra work for Susan. It triggers a femdom event (Similar to the “Sacrifice” event).

3 points:
- +1 Mood for Rachel.

OTHERS

Rachel in the shower
Every day at 06:00 in her room.

There’s a 25% probability to be caught during the first prompt and 50% of the second one.

If you get caught, it count as double (+100 to Rachel’s tolerance instead of +50) and you can’t be sorry during “Night Visit.”
Emily and the mirror
Every day at 06:00 in her room.

Peek and Enter are different (well almost the same the extra image count for the progression window)

Chloe dressing up
Every day at 06:00 in her room.

Chloe in the shower
Every day at 07:00

There 4 different outcomes with different render, they all have the same probability to trigger.

Emily in the shower
Every day at 08:00

There 4 different outcomes with different render, they all have the same probability to trigger.

Chloe Naked
Every day at 08:00 in her room.

Chloe dressing up 2
Every day at 17:00 in the bathroom.

Emily’s bath
Every day at 21:00 in the bathroom.

Rachel’s Dildo
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday at 21:00 in her room.